
PORT 20:10 International Conference 

/ BIOTOPIA SYMPOSIUM.  

October 15-18, 2010 in Aalborg, Denmark 

Open Call – Papers and transdisciplinary presentations.  

Today, where the tension and exchange between digital and biological existence is 

becoming ever more evident, a new situation of art emerges. Evolving in-between the 

atoms and the bits, in the words of Roy Ascott, art performs in ’wet’ interfaces. Using the 

term ’moist’ media, he addresses the occasion where technological innovative art is 

moving out of the boundaries of ’digital art’, and away from the screens and 

’interactivity’. Instead, art finds itself in a new situation, where a tension between techno-

aesthetic and bio-logical (perceptual) systems are central. 

PORT 20:10 International Conference / BIOTOPIA SYMPOSIUM examine how art 'manage' 

this situation - how it navigates the wet zone - and how artists enters into new roles as 

scientific investigators or...? 

What is the ideal situation of Bio + art? Are we approaching a 'Biotopia' – does it exist? 

What happens in the nexus of social + technology + art? 

Proposals 

Deadline for proposals (full papers + abstracts): 

August 15, 2010.  

All proposals should be submitted to the following email: 

ms@port2010.dk  

Proposals should address one or more of the following areas: 

1) BIOTOPIAS – New Conditions for Art? Theories, practices, histories.  

2) Aesthetics in the Wet Zone.  

mailto:ms@port2010.dk


3) Art & Social Technology.  

All kinds of proposals within one or more of the areas above are welcome. However, 

proposals considering transdisciplinary practices & issues within these areas will be 

prioritized. Only proposals written in English will be considered. 

Notification of acceptance: September 7, 2010. 

All accepted papers will be peer reviewed. A selection of papers will be considered for 

publication in a Springer Verlag magazine. 

 

General & further Information : 

PORT 20:10 – Festival of Contemporary Art & Social Technology 

BIOTOPIA – Art in the Wet Zone: International Exhibition and Symposium. 

Main Venue: Utzon Centre, Aalborg, Denmark.  

Other Venues: Aalborg University, Art & Technology; KUNSTEN – Museum of Modern Art, 

Aalborg. 

October 15-18, 2010. 

Confirmed Keynotes:  

Roy Ascott  

Stelarc 

General Chair: Morten Søndergaard, ph.d, Associate Professor, Curator & Director of the 

exhibition BIOTOPIA – Art in the Wet Zone. Member of the PORT 20:10 Curator Board and 

Members Board. 

Chairs: Professor Roy Ascott (Planetarium, UK), Gitte Ørschou (Director of Kunsten), 

Professor Hans Kiib (AAU, Art & Technology, DK), Professor Jacob Wamberg (AU, DK), 

Professor Christine Ross (McGill University, CA), Morten Søndergaard (AAU, Art & 

Technology, DK). 



There will be a participation-fee of 100 Euro. This includes entrance to the BIOTOPIA 

SYMPOSIUM and all other parts of the PORT 20:10 Conference, as well as free entrance to 

the openings of exhibitions and events at PORT 20:10 Festival of Contemporary Art & 

Social Technology. Further info about the PORT 20:10 festival: www.port2010.dk. 

The fee excludes food and bevarages. 

Further information - Please send an email to: ms@port2010.dk. 

http://www.port2010.dk/
mailto:ms@port2010.dk

